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Abstract
Low frequency noise spectroscopy is employed to examine fluctuating phenomena that take
place in the material of resistive films and in the film/termination interface of a thick-film
resistor. It has been found that the excess low frequency noise apart from the 1/f component
contains contributions from thermally activated noise sources with energies in the range
0.015–0.6 eV. These sources are nonuniformly distributed over the whole resistor volume,
most probably in the glassy matrix or conductive grain boundaries. All noise sources are
subjected to the switching phenomenon which abruptly changes the densities of local currents
that describe the coupling of the resistance to noise processes produced in the fluctuators.
Redistribution of currents results in switching between different sets of active noise sources
that build up the noise spectrum. Extensive experimental studies that consider the influence of
various parameters of fabrication process, sample geometry, substrate and operation exposures
suggest that the most likely origin of the switching phenomenon is the relaxation of
mechanical stress which in thick-film resistors appears due to the mismatch of the thermal
expansion coefficients of the materials contained in resistive films, conductive terminations
and the substrate.

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Introduction

Thick-film resistors (TFRs) although known as relatively
low-noise components of electronic circuits still suffer from
low frequency noise which becomes dominant below a few
kilohertz. Hence their use in precision electronics and newly
developed sensor applications is considerably limited. This
fact stimulates research directed on the recognition of the
conducting mechanism, which is still unknown, establishing
criteria of low-noise devices [1] and relationships between
noise and important device utilities such as quality, reliability
[2] and long-term stability [3]. Although many papers address
the issues raised above, little progress in the field has been
done and there is still much work to do. So far noise has
been tested against, e.g. biasing voltage, temperature, device
volume, material composition, loading factor and granularity,
termination metallurgy, firing temperature, substrate, trimming
method and trimming cut geometry. In spite of extensive
experimental studies, noise mechanism in thick resistive films

is still unknown and the main reason for this is that little is
known about the conduction mechanism in general. To some
extent the lack of a theoretical model stimulates noise studies
which are expected to gain supplementary information that
may help to find out the fundamental process of electrical
transport. Our paper adds several contributions to this aspect.
We have found that low frequency noise at least in part
(if not completely) is generated by thermally activated noise
sources (TANSs) [4] which are nonuniformly scattered within
the material of resistive films, including the film/termination
interface. Physically, such noise sources could be two-level
systems existing in the glassy matrix of TFR [5], which couple
to resistance via the modulation of barrier heights for tunnelling
transitions in conduction paths.

Another phenomenon, unreported to date, are
microswitchings which are probably connected with mechan-
ical stress relief. Observation of these switchings was pos-
sible due to the use of low frequency noise spectroscopy [6]
which occurred to be an extremely sensitive tool for detecting
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this kind of phenomena. The relation between microswitch-
ings and stress relief is of large practical importance as the
latter affects the long-term stability of TFR [7]. This aspect
combines with another issue addressed in the paper which is
the use of information stored in the noise signal to quantify
the utility performance of various materials used in thick-film
technology and to describe pastes’ compatibility and techno-
logical conditions for optimal manufacturing. During TFR
firing many interactions take place between conductive filler
and glass, conductive filler and modifiers, glass and modi-
fiers as well as between components of resistive film and sub-
strate or components of resistive film and terminations [8].
Most of these interactions are far from being well understood
but lead to important observable effects. In the exemplary
case of the interactions between resistive film and conductive
termination either direct or inverse ‘size’ effects are usually
observed. For example, for RuO2-based films, Ag-containing
terminations and Al-containing glass or substrate the increase
in resistivity near the terminations extends up to hundreds
of millimetres in depth of the resistive layer [9]. However,
the change in local resistivity is barely the first order ef-
fect reflecting averaged chemical, mechanical, thermal and
electro-physical reactions between materials of the films that
built up the interface. Higher order effects such as contact
homogeneity, density of time varying defects, crack corrosion
and others can be inspected using low frequency noise as a
diagnostic tool. It is well known that contacts (if bad) can pro-
duce extraordinary noise, which can be even larger than the
noise produced inside a device. In the paper it is proposed
to get some insights into the phenomena that take place in
resistive films, film/substrate and film/termination interfaces
by the use of low frequency noise spectroscopy applied to
various parts of TFR made of various resistive and conduc-
tive pastes and formed on various substrates. Measurements
reveal that for some resistive/conductive systems the popula-
tion and/or intensity of TANSs increase in the film/termination
interface. Moreover, experiments show that in many cases
switching phenomena in the interface are more frequent than
in the bulk of the resistor. This observation adds new criteria
to the definition of pastes’ compatibility.

Although conclusions derived in the paper are mainly
of practical importance, our experimental data are quite new
in general, since only few experimental studies address the
problem of temperature dependence of low frequency noise
in TFRs [10–12]. In [10] measurements similar to ours
confirmed the existence of TANS with an activation energy
of Ea

∼= 1.52 eV. Our finding is that TANSs have energies
in the range 0.015–0.6 eV and are a property common for all
sorts of TFRs.

The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 the
basic experimental tool—method of low frequency noise
spectroscopy, is briefly described. Further experimental details
are described in sections 3 and 4. In section 5 arguments
for the existence of TANSs in TFRs are supplied. In
subsequent subsections their features are discussed in detail.
Switching phenomena, their features and theoretical models
are considered in section 6. Section 7 completes experimental
characterization of noise and switching phenomena and
summarizes the results.
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Figure 1. (a) Shape of the samples and contacts enumeration.
(b) Setup for noise measurements.

2. Low frequency noise spectroscopy

Noise spectroscopy uses the function of power spectral density
SV (f ) of the noise signal δV (t), evaluated in a wide frequency
range at several (many) temperatures. As the 1/f noise
dominates at low frequencies the product f SV gives an
appropriate scale to examine features in the noise spectra.
Evolution of these features as a function of temperature T is
the key point of the method. For TANSs the position fmax of
the local maximum in f SV (f ) on the frequency axis moves
linearly with the reciprocal temperature [4, 6, 10]. Appropriate
activation energies can be calculated from Arrhenius plots:

∂ lg fmax

∂1/T
= − Ea

k ln 10
. (1)

If there are no features in the noise spectrum one can still
consider noise as resulting from the presence of TANSs
by a careful inspection of the noise spectral exponent
γ ≡ ∂ ln SV(f )/∂ ln f . The theory of Dutta, Dimon and Horn
(DDH) [4] relates γ to the temperature dependence of the noise
through the relation

γ = 1 − 1

ln πτ0f

(
∂ ln SV

∂ ln T
− 1

)
, (2)

where τ0 is the attempt time of making transitions in noise
sources. If this relation holds, thermally activated transitions
are expected to occur between the states of approximately equal
energy [4].

3. Samples

In the experiments the noise signal is to be taken from
various parts of a resistor, so the samples were prepared as
multiterminal specimens with several side legs equally spaced
along the resistor length (see figure 1(a)). The distance
between successive legs as well as between first/last leg and
adjacent current termination measured along the main film was
2.5 mm. The total length of the sample’s resistive film was
L = 15 mm.

Resistive films were made of the following.

• Lab-made pastes with ruthenium dioxide and lead-boro-
silicate glass (10% B2O3, 15% SiO2, 65% PbO) as basic
components. The fraction υ of RuO2 was either 10% or
12% by volume.
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• Commercially available RuO2-based pastes DP2021,
DP2031 and DP2041 from DuPont and R343 and R344
from ITME (Institute of Electronic Materials Technology,
Warsaw, Poland). Paste R344 of sheet resistance 10 k�/�,
contains ∼36% of bismuth ruthenate as conductive
material and the mixture of two glasses, PbO–SiO2–
Al2O3 and B2O3–SiO2–CaO–BaO–NiO–SnO, as hosting
insulator. Paste R343 of sheet resistance 1 k�/� is a fifty–
fifty composition of Bi2Ru2O7 and PbO–SiO2–Al2O3

glass with a small ingredient of ZrSiO4 [13].

It is important to realize that resistive pastes are the
mixture of conducting and insulating components so the
resistor in the final form is a metal–insulator composite.
Experiments however, show, that atoms/molecules of
conducting component diffuse into the glass: hence electrical
properties of the insulator are considerably modified [14].

Current pads and voltage side contacts to the resistors
were made of pastes containing Au, Pt, Pd and Ag as basic
ingredients. There were used commercially available pastes
from:

• ITME, products: P303 (Au) and P304 (Au and Pt),
• Metech, products: 3505 (PdAg), 1130C (PtAg), and 3612

(Au),
• DuPont, products: DP6146 (PdAg) compatible with

951 green tape (LTCC technology) and DP6453—
photoprintable silver-based fine-line Fodel ink and

• Electro-Science Laboratories, product ESL8880H (Au).

Resistors for measurements were manufactured:

• in a conventional ‘high temperature’ process on alumina
substrates; samples were screen printed through a 200
mesh screen and after firing at the peak temperature,
Tp = 800 ◦C or 850 ◦C or 900 ◦C, for 10 min gained the
average thickness of 10–20 µm,

• as LTCC resistors on DuPont green tape DP 951 as
surface devices; substrate (ceramic) and resistors were
fired together (co-firing process) or separately (post-fired
process),

• as 150 µm wide microresistors made of DP2031 resistive
ink screen printed on alumina substrates and fired at
850 ◦C with contacts made in the Fodel process [15],

Resistors were fabricated in series of 8 specimens. From
each series a pair of samples with nearly matching resistance
between contacts 1–7, R ≡ R1–7 (see figure 1(a)), at room
temperature was selected for noise measurements. For each
pair the measurements were made on as-prepared devices and
also after annealing at 120 ◦C for 1000 h. Such ageing was
used in many experimental studies, e.g. in [16, 17] in order to
simulate the lifetime of 20 years at normal operation (at 70 ◦C).

The set of samples was designed and prepared with the
intent to (i) examine the influence of various parameters of
fabrication process, sample geometry, substrate and operation
exposures on noise phenomena in TFRs, (ii) establish
the role of resistive layer and film/termination interface
in noise generation and (iii) formulate new criteria of
conductive/resistive pastes’ compatibility.

4. Measurement setup

The setup for noise measurements is shown in figure 1(b).
It has the advantage of crosscorrelation technique and bridge
configuration. For the arrangement of input signals as in the
figure, the noise generated in the portion of the main film that
extends between contacts 6 and 2 (sectors 2–6) is calculated
as the cross power spectral density of voltage V measured in
channel Ch0 and voltage Vx = V2–6 measured in channel Ch1.
Such a cross power spectrum scales linearly with the inter-leg
distance [18], so that the spectra measured for sectors between
successive neighbouring legs add up to give the spectrum for
the whole resistor. The latter is measured directly in Ch0 as the
ordinary power spectral density of voltage V . It is important
that both quantities SV and SV V x are measured simultaneously.
Spectra of the background noise are measured in the same way,
setting bias VZ to zero. At high frequencies SV =0 is dominated
by thermal (Johnson) noise of the resistors, SV =0 = 4kT R. At
low frequencies it takes the value of the preamplifier noise. The
difference SVex ≡ SV −SV =0 (SVex ≡ SV V x −SV V x=0 for sector
quantities) defines the spectrum of excess noise. Examples of
such a spectrum in the form of f SVex versus f plots are shown
in figure 2. All amplifiers in figure 1(b) were ac-coupled to the
samples with the cutoff frequency slightly less then 1 Hz, so
the spectra in figure 2 and many others shown in the following
sections refer to the fluctuating part of the measured quantities
above this frequency.

In the setup of figure 1(b) load resistances RB fulfil the
condition RB � R. During measurements they remain
in room temperature, while the samples are cooled in a
liquid nitrogen cryostat. Volt- and ammeters enable the
measurement of sample resistance R simultaneously with
acquisition of noise spectra. For most samples R decreases
with increasing temperature. Only for low-resistive samples
R(T ) runs through a wide minimum. For any of the samples
the absolute value of the temperature coefficient of resistance
β ≡ d ln R/dT never exceeds 1000 ppm K−1. With this value
it is possible to estimate the variance of resistance fluctuations
resulting from temperature fluctuations [19]:

〈δR2〉 = R2β2kT 2/CV < 10−7�2, (3)

where CV is the heat capacity of the sample. When calculating
the upper limit of 〈δR2〉 we have used the maximum value
of samples’ resistance ∼105 � and assume that heat capacity
is determined by the glassy constituent of the films. Then
CV = cvρ� where the sample volume � ∼ 10−10 m3, specific
heat of the glass cv ∼ 0.2–0.9 J g−1 K−1 [20] and its density
ρ ∼ 4 g cm−3. The value on the rhs of (3) is several orders
of magnitude lower than any of the mean square fluctuations
measured in the experiments. The latter, though measured
in the limited frequency band, were always greater than
10−5�2 (see figures 3, 6, 8–13). Thus, the contribution from
temperature fluctuations to the measured noise is negligible.

5. Thermally activated noise sources

Noise spectra SV (f ) were measured as a function of
temperature. In figure 2(b) they are presented as f SV (f ) in
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Figure 2. Product of frequency and noise power spectral density measured (a) for various parts of the v10RuO2/P303Au resistor at room
temperature and (b) for the whole resistor as a function of temperature. In both cases measurements were done for the bias
I ∼= VZ/RB = 0.39 mA. In (b) f SV (f ) is mapped according to black (dark) (lowest value) and red (lighter) (highest value) scheme versus
frequency f and reciprocal temperature. (Colour online.)

the form of a two-dimensional (2D) map versus frequency and
1000/T . The product f SV (f ) increases at high frequencies
due to thermal noise which above a few kilohertz overlaps the
1/f noise and makes f SV (f ) ∼= 4kT Rf to linearly increase
with f . Streaks on the map show migration of the local
maxima with the temperature. The dashed line drawn along the
main streak confirms that fmax depends on 1/T linearly and
so the thermally activated random process is responsible for
showing this feature in the noise spectrum. The corresponding
activation energy of Ea = 0.305 eV is calculated from the
slope of this line by virtue of equation (1).

Experiments performed on various samples in the
temperature range 77–300 K show the following.

• TANSs produce excess noise. They were never observed
without bias.

• TANSs couple to film resistivity (produce resistance
noise).

• TANSs are small objects localized in a glassy matrix or
conductive grain boundaries.

• Each sample has several TANSs with different activation
energies (streaks with different slopes have been
observed). Even the samples made from the same
resistive/conductive pastes have different sets of TANSs.

• TANSs are nonuniformly distributed within the resistive
film (different sectors occurred to have different streaks).

• On average the number of TANSs and magnitude of
the signal they produce decrease with decreasing sheet
resistivity. Samples of low-resistive R343 series have at
most two TANSs (in the temperature and frequency ranges
of interest). An exception are LTCC resistors for which
TANSs are extremely rare even for high resistive samples.

• Decreasing firing temperature makes TANS less intensive
and frequent.

• Annealing does not remove TANSs.
• TANSs are a common property (streaks have been found

for almost all studied samples).
• Population and/or intensity of TANSs increase in the film-

termination interface.
• TANSs are highly influenced by the switching process

triggered by microstructure changes.

In the following some of these features are discussed in more
detail.

5.1. Resistance fluctuations

The statement that TANSs produce resistance fluctuations
needs more arguments. Coupling a random process
to resistivity results in resistance fluctuations. For the
measurement setup of figure 1(b) with nearly constant current
bias I ∼= VZ/RB , resistance fluctuations should result in
voltage fluctuations that increase linearly with I (and V ),
δV = IδR ∼ V δR. The experiment confirms this behaviour.
At a fixed temperature noise was measured for several biasing
voltages including V = VZ = 0. The magnitude of excess
noise (noise power) was then calculated as the mean square
voltage

〈δV 2
ex〉 ≡

∫ fH

fL

df SVex(f ),

integrating the power spectral density SVex(f ) over the band

f = fH − fL which contains the feature in the noise
spectrum. In the case of the spectrum for sector 1–2 with
fmax

∼= 30 Hz (see figure 2(a)) this band was fixed between 1
and 200 Hz. 〈δV 2

ex〉 occurred to scale linearly with V 2, exactly
like the resistance origin that the noise predicts. Moreover, the
remaining part of the spectrum, where 1/f noise dominates
(f SVex(f ) is flat), also scaled linearly with V 2 and so this noise
is also of the resistance type which is a well-known fact [21].

Power spectral density of resistance fluctuations can be
calculated as SR(f ) = SVex(f )/I 2, where I is the current
flowing through the sample and is directly measured in the
measurement setup of figure 1(b). Its value does not influence
the result but too large current densities may cause self-
heating of the samples. This is likely to happen at low
temperatures. Fortunately, at 77 K our resistors are fairly
sensitive to temperature changes and so self-heating can be
controlled by the measurement of sample resistance while
increasing the current. All measurements were done for
current densities low enough to prevent self-heating and keep
the samples in the linear regime where the value of the
resistance noise does not depend on the biasing current. The
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Figure 3. (a) Noise power (resistance fluctuations) versus temperature measured between different pairs of contacts of the
R344/1130CPtAg resistor. Inset: lumped model of a resistor. (b) Map of the product f SV (f, T ) recorded simultaneously on terminations
1–7 (upper) and 3–5 (lower). Bias was I ∼= 97 µA. The line shows TANS of Ea = 0.29 eV.

largest current densities were applied to low-resistive samples
and never exceeded 50 A cm−2.

5.2. Glass/grain boundary localization

Useful information can be inferred from the amplitude
dependence of TANS. As already mentioned DDH derived
their relation (2) assuming that thermally activated transitions
occur between the states of approximately equal energy [4].
Calculations made on several sets of our data confirm that the
DDH relation holds (see [22] for details). Thus, although
the nature of TANS remains unknown, one may conclude
that as states of roughly equal energies are unlikely in a
pure bulk crystal in thermal equilibrium, most probably the
noise is generated when electron transport takes place through
grain boundaries and/or localized energy states in the glass.
Interestingly, the existence of fluctuating two-level systems
in a glassy matrix of TFR, that may produce noise, was
postulated by Skrbek et al [5] who found them responsible for
resistance relaxation observed in carbon and RuO2 thick-film
low-temperature thermometers.

5.3. Inhomogeneous distribution

Inhomogeneous distribution of TANSs was observed for
almost all samples being examined. The conclusion was
made upon the argument that noise maps measured for
different sectors of a resistor were different. Care must be
taken, however, when drawing conclusions about the spatial
allocation of noise sources. In general the statement that the
fluctuators that produce streaks on the map are located inside
the sector for which the map has been measured is not true.
The simple lumped model of a resistor, shown in figure 3
(inset), gives an appropriate example. In this model each arm
of letter ‘H’ has resistance rk = r with a small fluctuating
term δrk . When the external current I is supplied in the
up–down direction, fluctuations of voltage on a pair of side
contacts can be calculated with the use of the Vandamme and

van Bokhoven [23] result

δVx =
5∑

k=1

IkĨk

I
δrk, (4)

where Vx = V1–2, V3–2 or V1–3 and Ik and Ĩk are the currents
in arm k (k = 1, 2, . . . , 5) which flow in original and adjoint
networks, respectively. The adjoint network is the network
in which current I is supplied from respective voltage probes
whereas current taps are hanging. In our experiment noise
powers of different sectors were measured with the cross
correlation technique, i.e. as 〈δV δVx〉 [18]. For V = V1–3,
Vx = V1–2 and uncorrelated local noise sources, 〈δrkδrk′ 〉 = 0
for k �= k′, we get

〈δV δVx〉 =
5∑

k=1

I 3
k Ĩk

I 2
〈δr2

k 〉 = I 2

[(
1

2

)3 5

8
〈δr2

1 〉

+

(
1

2

)3 3

8
〈δr2

2 〉 +

(
1

2

)3 −1

8
〈δr2

3 〉 +

(
1

2

)3 1

8
〈δr2

4 〉
]
. (5)

For uniformly distributed noise sources 〈δrkδrk〉 = a for
k = 1, 2, . . . , 5, the last two terms of the sum on the rhs of
(5) cancel out and 〈δV δV1–2〉/I 2 = a/8. Calculations for
Vx = V2–3 and Vx = V1–3 give 〈δV δV2–3〉 = 〈δV δV1–2〉 and
〈δV δV1–3〉 = 〈δV δV1–2〉 + 〈δV δV2–3〉, that is, for uniformly
distributed noise sources noise power scales linearly with the
sample length.

The case of nonuniformly distributed noise sources
can be illustrated, e.g. when all but one noise generators
have equal powers 〈δrkδrk〉 = a for k = 1, 2, 4, 5,
whereas δr3 contains additional, e.g. thermally activated
component, 〈δr3δr3〉 = a + b, b ≡ 〈δrTANSδrTANS〉. Then
we get 〈δV δV1–2〉/I 2 = a/8 − b/64, 〈δV δV2–3〉/I 2 =
a/8 + 5b/64 and 〈δV δV1–3〉/I 2 = a/4 + b/16. Values
for sectors 1–2 and 2–3 still add up to give the value for
sector 1–3, 〈δV δV1–3〉 = 〈δV δV1–2〉 + 〈δV δV2–3〉 like in the
case of homogeneous distribution of noise sources, but now
〈δV δV2–3〉 �= 〈δV δV1–2〉. Moreover, the calculations show
that TANS located in sector 2–3 contributes to the noise power
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Figure 4. Noise power (voltage fluctuations) in the band 100–1000 Hz versus temperature of the v12RuO2/P304PtAu resistor measured in
(a) different zones and (b) different sectors of the resistor. Lines in (b) are the sum of noise powers in sectors 3–4 and 4–5 (lower) and 2–3,
3–4, 4–5 and 5–6 (upper). The most upper plots refer to noise power measured for the whole sample in six temperature cycles. Bias was
I ∼= 0.31 mA.

measured for sector 1–2. It is of negative value but if the TANS
were located in arm r4 instead of r3 it would produce a positive
contribution.

Experimentally, it is not easy to find such a configuration
of fluctuators which would confirm the usefulness of the
lumped model, being considered above, especially as only
those configurations that produce negative contribution can
give a recognizable trace. From among several tens of
specimens, examined in this study, we were able to find one
example. It was the R344/1130CPtAg resistor for which we
have found TANS of Ea = 0.29 eV, which gave a positive
contribution to the noise powers of sectors 2–6 and 1–7 and a
negative contribution to the noise power of sector 3–5. Results
of this instructive experiment are shown in figure 3. Apart
from noise maps taken on terminations 3–5 and 1–7 respective
noise powers 〈δR2〉 are drawn versus temperature. These
powers were calculated in the frequency decade 10–100 Hz
integrating (measured) power spectral densities SR(f ). In
such a presentation TANSs appear again as local extremes.
TANS that produces a moving minimum in the map for sector
3–5 gives a minimum at ∼160 K on the 〈δR2

3–5〉(T ) curve.
Referring to the lumped model of a resistor, considered above,
we may conclude that this TANS is located outside this sector,
slightly above contact 5 or slightly below contact 3, on that
side of the main film which is close to these contacts. Only
this localization is probed by (adjoint) current sufficiently
large to give a reasonable negative contribution to noise power
measured for sector 3-5. This means that TANSs are objects
much smaller than the size of a single-spaced sector.

5.4. Interface noise

The increase in density and/or intensity of TANSs in
the film/termination interface was observed for most
resistive/conductive paste combinations, e.g. in the experiment
on v12RuO2/P304PtAu samples. In figure 4 noise power
〈δV 2〉 in three zones of the resistors is plotted versus
temperature. The zones are of the same size but are located
at various distances from resistor terminations. Zone A

comprises sectors 3–4 and 4–5, zone B sectors 2–3 and 5–6
and zone C sectors 1–2 and 6–7. The noise magnitude and
the number of TANSs increase as the zone is closer to resistor
terminations. In zone C, nearest to the terminations, noise is
much higher than in other zones and contains four maxima. In
contrast, in the most inner zone A the magnitude and number
of the maxima are the lowest. An important feature of TANSs
located in zone C is that they are either nonstationary or
especially sensitive to microstructural changes occurring in
TFR during cooling. This property is illustrated in figure 4(b),
where more data for the v12RuO2/P304PtAu sample are
shown. There, the results of six cooling–warming cycles
are shown in which noise spectra have been measured in the
range 77–300 K for single-spacing sectors 2–3, 3–4, 4–5, 5–
6, a two-spacing sector 3–5 and a four-spacing sector 2–6.
A simple sum-test shows that noise powers for the single-
spacing sectors add up to give noise powers measured for
larger sectors, 3–5 and 2–6. As the spectra for different sectors
were measured in different experiments this result requires
(i) stationary processes at all measured sectors and (ii) minor
changes in the resistive film microstructure occurring during
successive 77–300 K thermal cycles.

As described in section 4 in each temperature cycle apart
from the spectrum for a given sector the spectrum for the whole
sample (contacts 1–7) was also measured. If the noise in
sectors 1–2 and 6–7 had been stationary, noise power measured
on terminations 1–7 in all six experiments would have been
identical. This is not the case for figure 4(b). Here the
maximum at 150 K appears only in two of six ‘1–7’ noise
powers and is absent in the other four. This means that TANSs
in zone C are either nonstationary (at least on the time scale
of the experiment) or thermal cycles introduce substantial
microstructural changes into the resistive/conductive films’
interface.

6. Nonstationary/microstructural fluctuations

The magnitude of nonstationary (N) or thermal-cycling-
developed microstructural (M) fluctuations can be estimated
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Figure 5. (a) Noise power (voltage fluctuations) in the band 10–100 Hz versus temperature measured several times under the bias
I ∼= 0.31 mA for the v12RuO2/P303Au resistor on terminations 1–7. Labels specify the day number on which the measurement was
performed. (b) Map of the product f SV (f, T ) recorded on day 90. (c) Noise spectra measured at temperatures marked as A, B, C in (b).

Figure 6. Noise power (resistance fluctuations) in the band
10–100 Hz versus temperature measured three times (every two
days) on terminations 1–7 of the R344/P304PtAu resistor under the
bias I ∼= 69 µA.

as the maximum spread of noise power values measured in
successive temperature cycles. In figure 4(b) this occurs
at ∼150 K where noise powers differ by more than a
factor of 2. Larger spreads of the values were observed
in long-time experiments. For v12RuO2/P303Au samples
the measurements were performed several times for four
months. Results collected in figure 5(a) show that at certain
temperatures noise power can change even by an order of
magnitude. In figure 6 similar data for a R344/P304PtAu
resistor are shown. This resistor is made of conductive and
resistive pastes that are both from the same manufacturer
(ITME). They (i.e. the pastes) were designed to form a
compatible ‘system’ for high-quality resistors. Despite this,
TANSs and N/M fluctuations are observed below 110 K:
these phenomena are not just the feature of our lab-made
compositions but rather a common property of TFRs, which
considerably diminishes their performance.

In the measurements reported in figures 4(b), 5(a), and 6
different noise spectra were observed in certain temperature
ranges in several cooldowns of the sample. An important
question is how the spectra changed their shape—was it an
abrupt switching-like event or continuous evolution? The
answer comes from another noise power versus temperature

measurement. A set of noise maps in figure 7 demonstrates
that spectra do not continuously evolve but rather switch from
one shape to another. Data in figure 7 were recorded for
v10RuO2/P303Au resistors in successive temperature cycles.
Maps (a)–(d) were measured on terminations 1–7. In (a) and
(b), with increasing temperature, the system switches from
‘noise state I’ characterized by TANS of activation energy
Ea

∼= 0.34 eV to ‘noise state II’ characterized by TANS of
activation energy Ea

∼= 0.37 eV. In (c) the system stays in
state II. In (d) it stays in state I. In those two states noise
spectra, e.g. at ∼200 K have different shapes. From time-
thermal history we know that the change in the spectrum shape
was by abrupt switching.

Maps (e) and (f ) in figure 7 refer to terminations 1–2 and
2–6, respectively. Map (e) was measured simultaneously with
map (a) whereas (f ) simultaneously with (b). In (a) and (b)
the switching was detected. No traces of the switching are
observed in (e) unlike in map (f ) where the switching is clearly
visible. This means that the source of the switching event lies
somewhere in sectors 2–6 or, according to the discussion in
section 5.3, slightly above/below contact 6/2. This conclusion
violates our earlier opinion that N/M fluctuations may occur
only in the interface area.

Data in figure 8 illustrate that the switching process can
take a course of several attempts. TANS which in figure 8(b)
gives a clear contrast in low temperatures switches off in
a four-step process in which the system recovers the final
state with the pure 1/f spectrum through intermediate ‘noise
states’. This was observed for DP2031/Fodel microresistors
and additionally documents that switching between various
noise spectra is also a commonly observed phenomenon.

6.1. Short pulses

N/M fluctuations leading to an abrupt change in noise spectra
while changing the temperature often take the form of short
pulses. These pulses mostly appear in groups of several events
but individual switchings have also been observed. Examples
of pulse switching (PS) processes might have been observed
in figures 3, 5 and 6.

In figure 3(a) PS appears in the experiment on contacts
3–5 of the R344/1130CPtAg resistor. It switches the whole
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Figure 7. (a)–(d) Maps of the product f SV (f )/V 2 recorded on contacts 1–7 of v10RuO2/P303Au resistors. In all the maps lines are the
plots of fmax = f0 exp(−Ea/kT ) with Ea = 0.37 eV (——) or 0.34 eV (- - - -). (e) and (f ) Maps recorded on contacts 1–2/2–6
simultaneously with maps (a) and (b).

Figure 8. (a) Noise power (resistance fluctuations) in the band
10–100 Hz versus temperature measured twice on terminations 1–7
of the DP2031/Fodel resistor under the bias I ∼= 0.21 mA. (b) Map
of the product f SR(f, T ) recorded during one of the measurements.

3–5 spectrum to values higher by some 25%, so that the vertical
streak in map ‘3–5’ (figure 3(b)) extends along the whole
frequency axis. The process is also observed on terminations
1–7 but its physical source is localized inside the resistor
(in sector 3–5 or very close to it).

Figure 5(b) contains the noise map measured for the
v12/P303Au resistor in one of several thermal cycles (see (a)
in this figure). PS took place near T = 197 K (1000/T ∼=
5.08 K−1) and changed only the magnitude of TANS that
produced the main streak in the map, leaving the rest of the
spectrum unchanged. The TANS magnitude was suppressed
by a factor of ∼3 as can be estimated from figure 5(c) where
noise spectra (scaled by the actual frequency to compress
1/f dynamics) measured at temperatures marked in map (b)
as A (198 K), B (197 K) and C (196 K) are shown. At
higher frequencies spectra are dominated by thermal noise and
remain unchanged while the system switches between different
spectra. This observation is of some importance as it ensures
that PS at 197 K (i) has not been recorded because of temporary
malfunction of the measurement setup and (ii) affects only the
excess noise.

In figure 5(a) the switching process on the curve labelled
‘90’ produces a pulse of negative value. A burst of
pulses but of positive values was observed in the experiment
on R344/P304PtAu resistors (figure 6) made from the
manufacturer-optimized system of pastes. Further examples
include resistors with Ag-containing termination and resistors
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Figure 9. (a) Noise power (resistance fluctuations) in the band
10–100 Hz versus the temperature measured on various contacts of
the R343/1130CPtAg resistor subjected to the bias I ∼= 0.41 mA.
Labels on the right of the figure specify sectors for which noise
power has been measured. Labels A–F inside the figure specify
temperatures for which noise spectra are shown in (b).

fabricated in various technological processes. In figure 9(a)
plots of noise power versus temperature recorded in three
day-by-day coolings of R343/1130CPtAg resistors are shown.
For these low-ohm resistors the noise power decreases with
increasing temperature but no TANS has been found in the
temperature range 77–300 K. In one experiment a series of
PS was observed on terminations 1–7 when the temperature
passed from 185 to 245 K. Noise spectra measured at selected
temperatures, labelled A–F, are shown in figure 9(b). As one
can see at temperatures A, D and E, F spectra are flat and
differ merely in magnitude. At temperatures B and C the
system (unsuccessfully) attempts to turn TANSs of different
activation energies.

Figure 10 demonstrates that the PS process survives the
change in the important parameters of the resistors’ fabrication
process. Data were collected for the v12RuO2/3612Au
resistor which was fired at 900 ◦C. The maximum in the noise
power versus temperature observed at ∼280 K is produced
by TANS of Ea = 0.57 eV. PS was observed during one
of the temperature cycles when noise spectra were acquired
simultaneously on contacts 3–5 and 1–7. Switching was
observed on contacts 1–7 but the spectra taken for the inner
part of the resistor were not affected by this process. With

Figure 10. Noise power (resistance fluctuations) in the band
10–100 Hz versus temperature measured on various contacts of
v12RuO2/3612Au resistors fired at 900 ◦C subjected to the bias
I ∼= 0.17 mA. Labels on the left side of the plots specify contacts
from where the noise signal had been acquired.

this regard they are similar to the previous examples of the
PS process. In all but one cases PS was observed on the
terminations that include at least one conductive/resistive film
interface. The only exception was the R344/1130CPtAg
resistors (see figure 3) for which PS was observed also for the
inner part of the resistor. The set of examples was not selected
tendentiously and reflects the actual relation observed in the
measurements. We are entitled to conclude that, although not
exclusively, the PS process should be attributed to the regions
where resistive and conductive films form an interface. This
statement is not valid for LTCC resistors as is discussed later.

6.2. Switching phenomena

Switching phenomena discussed above affect the excess noise
which has been identified as resistance fluctuations. For
inhomogeneous systems such as TFRs the fluctuations of
the resistance δR are the weighting sum of local resistance
fluctuations, with weighting coefficients being just the ratio
of the local current Ik to the total current I (see (4)). δR

is especially sensitive to those fluctuators k that carry large
local currents Ik . Any change (redistribution) in these currents
makes the fluctuation δR sensitive to another set of local
fluctuators and in the case of their inhomogeneous distribution
leads to the change in the noise spectrum. Reasons for current
redistribution can be different.

6.3. Dynamic current redistribution

One possibility is dynamic redistribution triggered by the noise
itself [24–26]. In this scenario a fluctuator in one of its states
not only changes the magnitude of local resistance but can
also block or open a new conducting channel and redistribute
local currents. Dynamic current redistribution (DCR) has
been confirmed to produce nonGaussian fluctuations in a large
volume carbon-composite resistor [27]. This mechanism is of
purely statistical nature and is expected to be observed both in
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long-time experiments at constant temperature and in thermal
cycling.

The fluctuators that can switch the system between
different current patterns have different (widely scattered)
rates. Those with rates much faster than the time scale of
the experiment contribute to the noise spectrum at higher
frequencies. Those with rates comparable to the time scale
of the experiment can be observed in the time domain as
reproducible switchings between (two) different noise spectra.
These spectra are built up by the fluctuators that become
active while DCR takes place. The most probable candidates
for fluctuators that are able to redistribute local currents are
TANSs. The statistics of switching events (e.g. the average
time the system stays in one state) should then obey the
thermally activated (Arrhenius) law. This condition is certainly
not fulfilled by the PS process that often occurs in bursts of
several pulses separated by long PS-free periods. In contrast,
the process that switches the system between two noise states
in figure 7 is a good candidate to be caused by DCR.

6.4. Stress relaxation

Another possibility is that the current redistributes in response
to the relaxation of mechanical stress which in TFR appears
due to the mismatch of thermal expansion coefficients of the
composite materials and the ceramic substrate. The production
process implies that internal stress appears in TFR only when
it cools down after the firing. This stress relaxes then slowly, as
defects are created or removed, and/or micro-cracks develop in
the overglaze formed on the TFR. These relaxation processes
occurred to be basic sources of resistance drift observed
in many experiments [7, 16, 28, 29]. In stress relaxation
temperature plays an important role. It was shown that ageing
resistors at 100–200 ◦C can significantly accelerate relaxation
phenomena [7,30]. Thermal cycling applied to the resistors in
our study is quite different from that used while ageing. The
samples were cooled, instead of heated, which slows down
the relaxation phenomena. On the other hand changing the
temperature by a factor of ∼4 results in extra stress which
adds up to the internal stress in every cooling–warming cycle.
Resistors respond to the total stress. Thus, the events through
which relaxation takes place mirror the whole time-thermal
history of the sample and are not reproducible in successive
coolings. Even more important in this issue is that the spatial
distribution of local stress changes after each relaxation event.
In this way one event influences future events: the relaxing
stress at some point may result in stress increase at some
other point and enhanced probability of relaxation at this point.
Thus, stress relaxation is likely to occur in sequences of several
steps. As stress redistributes locally the relaxation events that
come in bursts are capable of controlling the same branch of the
percolation cluster. It is then possible that different mechanical
events result in a similar electrical response. For example,
the developing group of several cracks may block or open a
percolation path giving rise to observable switching between
merely two or three electrical (noise) states. Note eventually
that the burst of events observed as burst of switchings is
certainly not thermally activated in the sense of equation (1)

(fmax corresponds to the average switching period). All the
features, mentioned above, could be recognized in figures 3, 5,
6, 8–10 suggesting that the PS process described in section 6.1
is likely to be triggered by stress relaxation. Probably most of
the microstructural fluctuations occurring during temperature
cycles also result from stress relaxation.

Independently of the physical origin the spatial extent
of current redistribution can be much larger than the
homogenization length. In the worst case a fluctuator
can block the critical bond (resistance) of the percolation
path. Then the redistribution of currents extends over the
volume of many percolation correlation lengths. The latter
for TFRs does not exceed several tens of micrometres; so
the phenomenon can still be considered as local property
that could redistribute currents in one sector of the resistor
leaving the currents in other sectors unchanged. In the DCR
mechanism noise sources are distributed throughout the whole
resistor and DCR induced switchings are likely to occur in
the whole resistor volume. In contrast, stress localizes in
film/substrate and conductive/resistive film interfaces where
the number of various ingredients is the largest. Switchings
triggered by stress relaxation are preferred to occur in resistor
interfaces.

6.5. Interacting fluctuators

Yet another possibility is that current does not redistribute
but fluctuators change their magnitude. It is possible when
they interact with each other. In this picture the amplitude
of the fast fluctuator depends on the actual state of some
slow fluctuators. When the latter changes its state the noise
spectrum changes its magnitude at the frequency of the fast
fluctuators. To some extent this mechanism is similar to DCR
where interactions between fluctuators are transferred by the
flowing current. Interacting fluctuators have been found in
glassy materials [31], so it is possible to find them also in
TFRs which contain large amount of glasses.

7. Discussion and summary

The use of low frequency noise spectroscopy revealed
interesting properties of resistive film film/substrate and
film/termination interfaces of TFR. These are TANSs and
switching phenomena. Features that characterize TANSs are
listed in the beginning of section 5. Most of them have been
discussed in detail. Those not explicitly commented can be
inferred from numerous figures illustrating noise and switching
phenomena occurring in the films. Figure 9 demonstrates, e.g.
that low-resistive films (R343—1 k�/�) have much smaller
(if any) number of TANSs than resistors of a higher sheet
resistance. Probably, this is a more general property which
also makes resistors fired at lower temperatures to have less
intensive TANSs than those fired at higher temperatures.
Experiments made on the v12RuO2 series show that resistors
fired at lower temperatures always have lower sheet resistances.
A pair of plots in figure 11 made for v12RuO2/P304PtAu
resistors fired at 800 and 900 ◦C show that, indeed, the noise
signal generated by TANSs is less intensive for resistors fired
at a lower temperature.
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Figure 11. Noise power (resistance fluctuations) in the band 10–100 Hz versus temperature measured on various contacts of v12/P304Au
resistors fired at peak temperature Tf = 800 ◦C (left) or 900 ◦C (right).

Figure 12. Noise power (resistance fluctuations) in the band 10–100 Hz versus temperature measured on various contacts of
(a) v12RuO2/3612Au and (b) v12RuO2/P304Au resistors before and after annealing.

Figure 13. Noise power (resistance fluctuations) in the band 1–10 Hz versus temperature measured on various contacts of LTCC
DP2041/DP6146PdAg resistors fabricated in (a) post-fired and (b) co-fired processes.

The next pairs of plots in figure 12 demonstrate that
localization of TANSs and their magnitudes do not change
significantly (that is more than that due to N/M processes)
after annealing. Eventually, figure 13 shows several noise
power versus temperature plots collected for LTCC resistors.
These plots are slightly different from those for the resistors
on alumina substrates. A maximum on the 〈δR2

3–5〉(T )

plot for post-fired DP2041/DP6146PdAg resistors moves

with temperature and can be attributed to TANS. Two-level
switching observed on the 〈δR2

1–6〉(T ) and 〈δR2
1–7〉(T ) plots is

due to N/M fluctuation but in this case we rather attribute it to
the relaxation of the stress that localizes on the film/substrate
interface. Resistive films of post-fired resistors were fired on
previously fired LTCC substrates and are not so well attached to
them as the resistors made in a co-fired process. Indeed, data
in figure 13 collected for the DP2041/DP6146PdAg resistor
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made in the co-fired process show no switching events at all. A
similar relation has been observed for DP2041/ESL8880HAu
resistors with gold contacts.

Summing up, experiments reported in the paper show that
the common property of TFRs are TANSs that localize in
glass or conductive grain boundaries and are nonuniformly
distributed in the whole resistor volume, in many cases
more frequently in the resistive/conductive films interface.
These noise sources are subjected to switching phenomena
which abruptly change the shape and magnitude of the noise
spectrum. The physical origin of the switching process is
less clear. Although most likely it is a redistribution of local
currents driven by the relaxation of mechanical stress, further
studies are needed to draw definite conclusions.

Both phenomena are very common and take place even
in manufacturer-optimized systems of compatible pastes and
substrates. Of large practical implication is that switching
and/or nonstationary TANSs occur in the temperature range
covered by the standard operation of TFRs. Moreover,
both phenomena become more intensive well below room
temperature in the very demanding area of applications in
aviation industry, space exploration and astrophysics. What
makes things even worse is that both phenomena are known
to be connected with device stability and reliability. Similar
objections may be raised when thinking about cryogenic
application. Here, noise and switching phenomena could spoil
the application of chip TFRs as low-temperature sensors [32]
and bolometers.
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